Building the City. 

Examples for and from Vienna


Dear visitors to this exhibition,

the exhibition “Building the City. Examples for and from Vienna” addresses an urban planning issue of the utmost topicality: Vienna is growing, and municipal policy is deeply committed to making sure that the city remains a pleasant place to live in for everyone, including our many new citizens.

We are all part of a living city. For this reason, urban development must focus on the needs of people. This can be best achieved if we involve the citizens in planning processes right from the get-go. At the same time, we must actively respond to the social, economic and ecological challenges our city is confronted with.
This exhibition shows an overview of what constitutes a 21st-century city: it is a particularly vibrant and open living environment that offers maximum quality of life for all and at the same time can be codetermined by each and every inhabitant. The city no longer embodies a fundamental contradiction to nature. Rather, quality of life is attained wherever we successfully manage to balance nature and urbanity.

I wish you an exciting and stimulating visit to this exhibition!

Yours sincerely,
Maria Vassilakou
Deputy Mayor 
Executive City Councillor for Urban Development, Traffic & Transport, 
Climate Protection, Energy and Public Participation

WHAT DOES THE EXHIBITION SHOW?
Urban design is one of the most important aspects of urban development. On the one hand, it determines the cityscape and is experienced as more or less “attractive” by people. On the other hand, it must offer spatial and physical support for what we expect a city to provide and what ultimately makes up the typical characteristics of urbanity.

The exhibition “Building the City. Examples for and from Vienna” is to serve primarily as a starting-point and incentive for a discussion process. Its thematic approach derives from the inherent tension be-tween objectives and requirements of sustainable urban design on the one hand and the development and effectiveness of urbanistic instruments on the other hand.


By way of introduction, the exhibition approaches the issue of urban design by looking at its history, at fascinating utopias and at currently available instruments. On this basis, the objectives and requirements to be met by sustainable urban design are then formulated as questions and discussed.

Glimpses at urban development trends in the neighbouring cities Brno, Bratislava, Ljubljana and Zagreb are followed by the presentation of specific examples of European urban design. These examples drawn from Munich, Hamburg, Malmö and Stockholm highlight practical, concrete reactions to the challenges of future-oriented urban planning and design. As a final example from Vienna, the exhibition provides a detailed overview of aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside, currently the biggest and most ambitious urban planning project in the Austrian capital.
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URBAN DESIGN?

The concepts of urban design and urban development are inextricably linked. For this reason, it makes sense to examine their interrelationship and significance in the urban context more closely.

Urban development is a very broadly defined concept with two principal meanings.

It comprises the overall historical, spatial, structural and social development of a city. All phenomena that occur in a city and that we can observe or experience are fundamentally part of urban development.

At the same time, the term encompasses all forms of target-oriented planning and deliberate development of an entire city or of individual neighbourhoods. Hence this concept stands for all actions that may have a bearing on the events that take place in a city or on the city itself.

In the broadest sense, urban design defines one aspect of urban devel-opment. Consequently, this term likewise embodies two dimensions.

By definition, urban design covers the spatial appearance and physical configuration of a city as perceived characteristics. Thus the visual 
impact of a city is to a particular degree also influenced by the spaces between buildings, i.e. by public space.

At the same time, urban design should be understood as a field of action within the scope of urban development. This harbours possibilities to attain a great variety of urban development objectives through adequate structural and architectural design of our environment.


Urban 
Utopias

Practically every phase in the history of urban design has been in some way bound up with urban utopias. This most abstract embodiment of the urban ideal proposes a site-independent city concept that is ascribed general validity.
As a rule, urban utopias are expressions of general social utopias. In the course of history, such social utopias were employed by their authors to consolidate existing social systems, but often also to develop alternative social models. 

Well-known early examples of urban utopias building on social utopias include e.g. Plato’s description of the myth of Atlantis or Thomas More’s “Utopia” published in 1516.


THE CITY AS AN EXPRESSION OF ABSOLUTE POWER

Before the ideas of Enlightenment became tangible reality, the exercise of governance was almost universally limited to single individuals or small groups of persons. As a rule, these rulers laid claim to absolute power.

For this reason, the urban ideal championed by such rulers served primarily to exemplify the scope of their power and thus showcased the sovereign’s residence as the very centre of the city, whose structures and functions were without exception oriented towards this hub.

The idea of the city as an expression of absolute power experienced a heyday in the Baroque era. Religiously justified absolutism produced several planned cities that came very close to embodying the period’s urban ideal. After the demise of feudal absolutist systems, this urban utopia saw an occasional renaissance under dictatorial regimes.


THE MODERN CITY

In the first half of the 20th century, demands for a radical departure from traditional city types with their (then) inbuilt blight of human misery were increasingly voiced. Thus the new and modern individual with his or her personal needs became the springboard for the definition of concepts for a new and modern city.

In his Athens Charter published in 1943, Le Corbusier, one of the best-known proponents of this movement, formulated four key functions of the state: dwelling, work, recreation, transportation.
These functions were to be provided in distinct zones structured by ample green spaces and linked by traffic surfaces largely dedicated to motor vehicles.

The Ville Contemporaine conceived of the zones serving the dwelling function as ensembles of vast signature structures with hundreds to thousands of standardised living units with good lighting and ventilation.


THE CITY OF EXTREMES

Present-day leaders of thought expect that cities as we know and inhabit them today will sooner or later cease to exist. Climate change, disasters or wars could throw the world off course. The threat of over-population in the currently inhabited settlement areas is suggested.

Very often such considerations trigger the idea of creating cities of the future in places that either cannot be settled with the technologies today at our disposal or could be made liveable only under extreme conditions. For example, these include extreme desert locations, the underwater world or even other celestial bodies, such as the Moon or Mars.

This calls for a fundamental rethinking of the concept of what constitutes a city. Therefore these considerations assume a high level of energetic and resource independence of cities and imply the use of not-yet-developed technologies. 


VIENNA.

Urban Development

The objectives and principles of urban development have always found their reflection in the built city. The present-day cityscape of Vienna reveals and embodies manifold outcomes of the implementation of historic goals and principles, even if many of these lie far back in time. The search for traces of the past yields four particularly valid examples. Yet the present, too, pursues objectives and principles of urban development that find their expression in a specific culture of urban design. The other exhibition segments in this room converge in the contemporary situation.


THE ROMAN LEGIONARY CAMP VINDOBONA
In 97 A.D., a legionary camp was set up in part of the area today occupied by the 1st municipal district of Vienna, with the aim of protecting the northern border of the Roman Empire.

Objective: Directly adjoining the then untrained Danube, the objective was to set up a well-protected camp for the permanent stationing of a Roman legion.
Principle: Vindobona was established according to a fixed pattern that was used for all newly founded settlements in the Roman Empire: a square legionary camp for purely military purposes, clearly divided into four quarters, was built around two streets traced at right angles.

Implementation: Vindobona and its suburb were laid out on the natural terrace above today’s Danube Canal. The main axes and fortifications of the legionary camp have remained visible in the urban structure as well as in individual street names (e.g. Graben, which translates as “trench”) to this day.

VIENNA AS A DUCAL AND IMPERIAL RESIDENCE
The history of Vienna as a capital city began in 1146 with the Babenbergs, to be later followed by the Habsburgs. From 1612, Vienna was the seat of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation and later of the Austrian Empire.

Objective: Defensive aspects as well as constant, sometimes competing efforts to ensure that the pride and self-confidence of the ruling dynasty, clergy, emerging bourgeoisie and nobility would find expression in building ventures were to shape the outlook of the city.
Principle: The key objective lay in making the best possible use of the scarce space within the city walls. After the definitive victory over the Turks in 1683, large tracts of land outside the city walls were built up.

Implementation: Within the city walls, the urban tissue was significantly condensed – an effect that is still partly visible today. Outside the city walls, gaps between suburbs – some of which had been severely affected by the Ottoman wars – were closed. This development was dominated by the prestige-driven construction ventures of a small elite.

VIENNA AS A METROPOLIS
The slighting of the city walls initiated in 1857 and the training of the Danube from 1866 onward created new possibilities and perspectives that in conjunction with the incipient industrialisation process left their impact on urban development.

Objective: Vienna was to be expanded into a modern imperial capital for a population of up to 4 million. The big challenge of that period lay in the merging of the city with its suburbs and environs, a process now considered possible and desirable.

Principle: A uniform grid with perimeter development was prescribed as the underlying structure. The Ringstrasse boulevard was constructed as a showcase for the prosperity of Vienna’s bourgeoisie.

Implementation: To this day, the highly condensed, traditionally Viennese Gründerzeit quarters continue to determine the structure and outlook of many neighbourhoods on the southern bank of the Danube. The splendid buildings of the Ringstrasse boulevard have been largely preserved.

RED VIENNA
After the collapse of the monarchy, the urban design of Vienna was significantly influenced by the Socialist construction programmes, which were in part continued, under somewhat different frame conditions, into the postwar years.

Objective: Alleviating the housing shortage and improving the living conditions of the working-class population were a central concern of municipal policy. After 1945, urban development was largely driven by reconstruction and the wish to increase mass prosperity.

Principle: These socio-political objectives were to be attained through ambitious municipal institutions for citizen welfare and the creation of public green and open zones.

Implementation: Between 1918 and 1934, approx. 64,000 municipally-owned flats were accommodated in superblocks built on inexpensive, readily available land.


introduction VIENNA.

Current Challenges

GLOBALISATION
The elimination of former system boundaries, modern communication technologies and extensive liberalisation have brought about a worldwide, tightly-knit networking of economy and society. 
At the same time, social and recently also economic systems are sometimes strained to breaking point in the wake of these new developments.

Globalisation is affecting Vienna as well. On the one hand, the city is interested in tapping new opportunities and mitigating undesirable effects. On the other hand, Vienna is benefiting on both the regional and supra-regional levels from its attractive position at the centre of a united Europe.

In recent years, Vienna has thus evolved into a much-coveted location. Enterprises view the Austrian capital as a hub between established and emerging markets. Due to future-oriented large-scale projects, infrastructure development is increasingly enabled to keep up with this trend as well. In all, Vienna has so far been effectively capitalising on the changed frame conditions both in Europe and worldwide.

URBANISATION AND URBAN GROWTH
The world is facing the dawn of an urban millennium. Cities offer people highly attractive possibilities of shaping their lives according to individual wishes. At the moment, the worldwide urban population is growing by two citizens per second. 
Already today, over 50% of the global population are city-dwellers. This dramatic increase will continue unabated in the foreseeable future.

After a phase of stagnation into the 1980s, Vienna is again growing steadily. According to current forecasts, it may be expected that the population will exceed 2.000,000 by 2030, which equals 15,000 additional inhabitants per year.

Over 25,000 new subsidised flats were built since 2007. Vienna needs this high housing construction volume as the predicted population growth will also entail greater housing demand in coming years. Special attention is paid to urban expansion and the conversion of large-scale brownfield sites in the city.

SOCIAL CHANGE
Demographic change has brought about a fundamental shift in western societies. Lower birth rates and increasing life expectancy have led to an age-ing population. At the same time, ongoing changes and differentiations of lifestyles and value systems are taking place, resulting in an increasingly heterogeneous society with equally heterogeneous needs.

Vienna is a living theatre of this social change. This finds its expression in growing migrant communities as well as in a great variety of different lifestyles. Both phenomena become visible in city quarters or public space and hence are of great interest for urban development.

In many respects, different population strata and communities succeed in living side by side without major problems in Vienna. However, since these demographic trends stand to increase even further, urban planners have to confront them honestly and offer spaces that are able to fulfil multifaceted individual needs and requirements.

CLIMATE CHANGE
Human-induced climate change is manifest. Its effects will be global and confront society with enormous challenges. In view of this fact, the worldwide level of CO2 emissions must be reduced. At the same time, it is essential to counteract the inevitable consequences by means of farsighted measures.

Vienna, too, is making its contribution to climate change through traffic, production or housing. As a result, it is imperative to take action at the local level so as to reduce climate-impacting gas emissions to an acceptable level and to attain climate targets.

The earlier Vienna initiates such measures, the less drastically future changes will influence our existence. The attainment of climate targets involves all areas of human life. For this reason, Vienna’s municipal policy needs to develop solutions in all fields of activity.


VIENNA.
Instruments of Urban Development


URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The Urban Development Plan (German acronym “STEP“) is the instrument of general, farsighted urban planning and lays down a fundamental spatial concept for future urban development. It determines the distribution of types of land use and identifies development areas, superordinate green and open spaces as well as high-level traffic and transport infrastructure. Moreover, it points out spatial-functional interactions between city and region. Thus STEP constitutes a guideline for administration and politics.
A new and updated STEP is compiled roughly every ten years. The current version (STEP 05) dates from 2005. The work for the new Urban Development Plan 2014 has already commenced.

MASTER PLAN
An urban master plan formulates the targets and objectives for the future development and structure of a given city quarter in terms of an integrative overall plan. Through a general concept, it presents a vision for the new city quarter and defines its urban design. 

The master plan specifies zones suitable or unsuit-able for building as well as functions, types of use and qualities of the individual areas. Moreover, it stipulates certain margins for construction heights and densities. Thus a master plan defines the framework of how many dwellings, workplaces, green and leisure zones, shopping and cultural 
facilities are to be created, how the city quarter will be connected to the traffic and transport networks, and what the timescale for implementation will be. In this way, a master plan is a starting-point for planning that can and must be rendered more concrete, supplemented and evolved in the future.


LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS
While urban development plans and master plans control the more long-term development of a city or urban quarter, land use and development plans define admissible forms of use and development options for concrete parcels of land. These plans are legally binding on individuals as well.

In Vienna, two different plans are jointly visualised in one document: the land use plan contains stipulations regarding the future types of use considered acceptable for individual plots – e.g. for construction, as green zones or traffics surfaces. The development plan decrees the height of future structures, their typology and distance from other buildings. 

During a comprehensive phase of evaluation by experts and interest groups, all citizens can view any land use and development plan and comment on it. The plan becomes legally binding upon a decision by the City Council.

DEVELOPERS’ COMPETITIONS
Developers’ competitions are a quality assurance 
instrument for subsidised housing construction. They are to safeguard affordable housing of the highest possible quality and with innovative project design. In a publicly tendered procedure, different project teams composed of developers and architects prepare implementation concepts for plots singled out for development. 

An interdisciplinary expert jury assesses and evaluates the project entries according to four main criteria: social sustainability, architecture, ecology and economy. The focus is on the overall quality of a project, and in particular on the balance struck between all four criteria.

The content and data submitted in the competition entry of the victorious project team are binding commitments that must be adhered to in project realisation. Penalties will be imposed if the original project is not complied with or deviated from.


THE CITY IS A PLACE OF
social openness


HOW ARE CHANGES 
IN THE COMPOSITION OF SOCIETY 
TAKEN ACCOUNT OF? 

social change

The current process of social change and the growing social and cultural differentiation of the population generate a new set of tasks for urban development. Longer age phases, rising numbers of small households, different lifestyles, technological innovations and modern communication result in novel and more varied demands to be met by living environments.

If neighbourhoods with a high standard of liveability are to be created, increasing importance must be assigned to public space and community facilities

The objective of barrier-free urban design lies in fully integrating elderly persons, families with young children as well as persons with activity limitations into social life.

City quarters without a wide mix of different forms of use are obsolete. Today we know that housing, workplaces and leisure options must be provided directly in the living environment of people to ensure that urban life is up to the standards of a modern society.

Individual requirements are more and more differentiated. No matter whether patchwork families, singles or young creative workers – the city must provide suitable housing types and flexible modes of use for all of them.



HOW CAN INTEGRATION 
AND A GOOD SOCIAL MIX 
BE SAFEGUARDED? 

integration

In many cities, the gentrification or devalorisation of residential areas caused by renovation and the inflow of residents of higher social standing, accompanied by the crowding-out of socially weaker groups, lead to the emergence of disadvantaged neighbourhoods, which are often characterised by massive problems with regard to urban design, the environment, infrastructure, local business, social facilities, integration and contacts between residents as well as suffering from a negative image.

Comprehensive supply with high-quality social infrastructure including education and counselling facilities promotes integration efforts.

The development of social networks to strengthen good-neighbourly and intercultural relations supports social integration and prevents isolation. The basis is provided by suitable local, expert-monitored services to foster network activities and codetermination processes.

A multifaceted range of housing types lays the foundations for safeguarding a durable social mix. Special projects, e.g. developers’ competitions for intercultural housing ventures, contribute to integration.

The promotion of local businesses (network support, neighbourhood and shopping-street marketing, management of vacant premises, support of new enter-prises) is a cornerstone for the smooth functioning of a city quarter. 



HOW CAN HOUSING IN THE CITY REMAIN AFFORDABLE?

affordable housing

Social developments such as immigration, demographic ageing or the increase of low- or unstable-income groups pose particular challenges for housing policy and hence for urban design. Social differences and the renewed rise of poverty and precarious life situations result in growing numbers of persons dependent on affordable housing.

Government-funded housing construction will remain a key pillar for safeguarding affordable housing space.

Socially weaker groups are often excluded from subsidised housing since they are unable to raise even part of the necessary funding on their own. Facilitating access for this group, e.g. through the so-called “super promotion” scheme, can offer a solution for this problem.

The use of instruments like developers’ competitions or property advisory boards is one way to develop high-quality subsidised housing.



HOW ARE THE INTERESTS OF ALL STAKEHOLDERS SAFEGUARDED?

balance of interest

Urban design is called upon to balance the superordinate goals of urban planning, the demands of the (real-estate) market and the expectations of citizens on a continuous basis. Existing planning and control instruments are often not effective enough, and urban planning approaches predominantly fuelled by entrepreneurial aspects have likewise proven inadequate.

It is essential to listen to all stakeholders. This means that all groups and positions affected must be included; participation measures must be geared towards the respective target groups.

It is imperative to establish new forms of participation in urban development projects. This participation should go beyond the legally required scope in order to promote codetermination and should already take place during the project preparation phase.

Since 1998, Local Agenda 21 Vienna has been supporting participation projects for sustainable 
urban development that link ecological, social, cultural and economic aspects.


THE CITY IS A PLACE OF 
manifold possibilities


HOW IS THE INCREASING
PLURALITY OF SOCIETY 
TAKEN ACCOUNT OF?

Diversity

The increasing diversity of lifestyles confronts urban design with novel requirements to be met. Standard, fixed-use building types (single-family homes, multi-apartment blocks, office buildings) present massive deficiencies in this regard. A modern city needs flexible layouts that allow for a great variety of uses, long-term developments and potentials for codetermination and self-organisation.

One challenge of contemporary urban design lies in constructing buildings that allow for a multiplicity of uses over time.

The promotion of initiatives such as “Baugruppen” (self-build housing co-operatives) that deliberately pursue flexible-use spatial solutions is an approach to supporting self-organisation. This type of co-operative unites several private individuals wishing to plan, build or use dwellings and shared facilities together.

Ensuring equal opportunities under the gender mainstreaming concept calls for flexible housing space that enables people to handle both family chores and pursue gainful work from home and moreover allows for adaptation to different life phases.



HOW CAN A MIXED-USE 
APPROACH BE PROMOTED?

Mixed use

Urban development competitions and planning procedures regularly demand mixed-use designs (combining housing, workplaces, shopping, service providers, leisure facilities, education), partly also to ensure equal opportunities for all. However, these demands tend to be implemented to a limited degree only. In recent decades, this topic was often overshadowed by questions of housing construction; yet it is an essential aspect in an era of social, economic and ecological change.

Reviving ground-floor zones through different types of use, shops and services is key to a vibrant city.

Gender-sensitive planning to ensure gender mainstreaming contributes to ensuring a mixed-use approach and good accessibility of all infrastructure facilities.

The interim utilisation by temporary projects covering a wide range of concepts and operators promotes long-lived mixed-use structures.



HOW CAN PUBLIC SPACE DO
JUSTICE TO ITS 
IMPORTANT ROLE?

Public space

High-quality public space is a prerequisite for any vibrant city. Yet public space can only function where there is public life as well – where manifold forms of use converge around public space, where identification is engendered by direct lines of sight to open spaces, where private life encounters public life. The design of these transition zones provides control over the functioning of public space. This calls for a holistic understanding of public space beyond the boundaries of individual projects.

The support of co-operation ventures between realestate developers as well as of developers’ competitions and similar models promotes a more holistic concept that extends beyond property borders.

Public space begins at one’s own doorstep. Accessibility and usability – also in the sense of offering room for many activities including temporary use and informal appropriation – are key constituents of quality. 

Holistic public-space concepts that go beyond the consideration of plots as separate parcels of land can significantly enhance the quality of a neighbourhood.

Any functioning public space needs users, an internal network of paths and routes as well as a mix of small-scale functions in its environs.



HOW CAN SELF-ORGANISATION AND
SELF-REGULATION BE STIMULATED?

Participaton

In view of the manifold requirements to be met by contemporary urban design, it becomes evident that existing instruments are less and less effective for ensuring high-quality planning. Planning approaches pursuing informal goals are gaining in importance, as do co-operation ventures between public and private actors. The genesis of urban structures is a process that calls for novel planning methods and leeway for vital self-organisation and self-regulation.

The permanent involvement of neighbourhood actors, network expansion and process continuity are all essential to ensure that responsibil-ity for a city quarter is assumed by its residents. Institutions like Area Management Offices serve important functions in this context.

Suitable frame conditions to promote proactive communities such as self-build housing co-operatives create incentives to join in and participate.

Networking among administrative units (e.g. for urban planning and social affairs), transparent work methods and greater closeness to citizens (good governance) lay the ground for a wide activity basis involv-ing all stakeholders.

Planning decisions that are increasingly taken at the conceptual level and whose development is supported by a broad base safeguard a resilient framework that boosts codetermination and the willingness to shoulder responsibility.



THE CITY IS A PLACE OF 

ecological sustainability



WHAT SHOULD MOBILITY 
IN A SUSTAINABLE CITY 
BE LIKE?

Mobility

Urban mobility is a cross-cutting issue that also affects urban design in manifold ways through aspects like energy input and traffic avoidance or the promotion of selected road users and the utilisation of public space. In a sustainable city, mobility must be safeguarded for all citizens and thus requires an integrative approach that is both resource-efficient and socially acceptable.

To meet the mobility needs of all urban residents, transport systems must be suitable for large passenger numbers, socially just, barrier-free and environmentally sound.

In a city of short distances, a sensible mix of functions allows for the small-scale interlinkage of everyday situations such as housing, work, shopping and leisure. This helps to effectively avoid traffic.

Sustainable mobility of the urban population can be promoted in manifold ways – for example through an intelligent combination of public transport and electric car-sharing or car-free and bicycle-friendly themed housing projects.

The equitable use of public street space by all actors calls for its efficient design and organisation as well as for mutual consideration and respect instead of regulations and barriers



HOW CAN THE CITY’S ENERGY
 AND WATER CONSUMPTION
 BE REDUCED?

Energy

To function, cities need an enormous amount of energy, e.g. for building operation or transport. As a rule, they are therefore dependent on energy input from outside. By the same token, cities consume huge quantities of water and impact water cycles to a significant degree. By cutting down on resource and energy consumption, drawing on closed cycles and applying renewable, regional forms of energy, urban designers can react to current environmental problems such as the greenhouse effect, water pollution and water shortage.

Manifold forms of urban use disturb or interrupt the natural water cycle. Techniques to protect the water cycle and cut down on water consumption comprise the separation of industrial and drinking water, the desealing of built-up areas and local rainwater infiltration.

The decentralised use of renewable energy sources such as solar, wind or geothermal energy decreases our dependence on fossil fuels and contributes significantly to climate protection.

The local production of convenience goods such as foodstuffs shortens transport distances and thus reduces energy input and greenhouse gases. The urban farming trend comprises both small-scale, autonomous community projects and publicly funded areas for self-harvesting.

“Smart city” is the new motto on the road towards ecologically sustainable cities. Smart cities combine different technologies and strategies for energy efficiency and climate protection in one integrative, system-changing solution. Inter alia, the Austrian Climate and Energy Fund subsidises the project “Smart City Vienna – Liesing Mitte” with the objective of identifying concrete, implementation-oriented measures towards a zero-emission city. 



HOW CAN THE URBAN 
CLIMATE BE IMPROVED?

Urban climate

Normally, urban climates are characterised by higher temperatures and pollutant concentrations, little airflow and lower humidity than their environs. The foreseeable consequences of climate change entail a partial intensification of these phenomena as well. The urban climate not only impacts the health of the human population but also influences the fauna and flora in the city. Natural factors like geographical position and vegetation as well as aspects such as building density, 
orientation of built structures or traffic volumes equally have a bear-ing on the urban climate. They can and should be taken account of in urban development projects.

Corridors kept free of buildings (such as rivers) and a development structure that fosters air exchange ensure both fresh air supply and cooler temperatures during night hours, which is especially important for condensed urban areas. Thus the environs provide a climatic buffer to balance the heat radiating from inner-city zones.

Depending on their size and vegetation cover, green zones and bodies of water scattered around the city serve diverse climate functions, e.g. by filtering out air pollutants, absorbing dust, increasing humidity or ensuring temperature compensation. Networking areas with green corridors or larger green links enables air exchange.

Desealing, planting and greening activities at the individual building level have many positive small-scale effects on temperature, air quality and water balance. In addition to boosting the micro-climate, a green “building skin“ acts as a natural air-conditioning system that supports heat insulation in the winter and provides cooling in the summer.

Active air pollution control contributes substantially to improving the urban climate. Urban designers are called upon to provide comprehensive strategies ranging from traffic avoidance and the development of land- and energy-efficient settlement types to energy generation through renewable energy carriers.



HOW CAN NATURAL RESOURCE 
USE AND ENERGY INPUT FOR 
CONSTRUCTION BE REDUCED?

Resources

From land consumption and building material production to ongoing demolition and refurbishment projects, the constant genesis of the city entails the use of natural resources and energy. In planning an ecologically sustainable city, it is therefore necessary to consider aspects such as land consumption, resource management and energy efficiency right from the beginning.

Grey energy, i.e. the energy needed for constructing new buildings and infrastructure, accounts for a considerable share of the total energy input in relation to the useful life of a building. The provision of roads and utility connections is of special energetic relevance.

Eco-friendly methods of construction site management have many beneficial effects on resource balance and air quality, e.g. by reducing lorry trips and dust emissions, sorting waste or recycling excavated material.

The systematic use of ecological and recycled construction materials in largely waste-free, local cycles harbours massive potentials for greater resource and energy efficiency.

Comprehensive planning aims for ecological sustainabil-ity at all levels – ranging from the space- and energy-efficient design and orientation of built structures and the installation of resource-conserving supply and disposal infrastructure to the introduction of closed cycles during construction work.


Bratislava

OUTLINE OF CITY DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME

The city of Bratislava covers a territory of approx. 368 square kilometres and is situated in the southwestern part of Slovakia, at the foot of the Little Carpathians and on the Danube, which flows through Bratislava from west to south. Bratislava has around 426,000 inhabitants.


The centre of Bratislava, the old city (Staré Mesto), comprises the small historic city core and the organically grown adjoining quarters, which formed the surrounding suburbs in the Middle Ages.

The demolition of all fortifications in the 18th century was followed by urban expansion and the redesign of the city in the Baroque style.

In the 19th century, the industrial revolution gradually endowed the city with a new face. Regular steamship service on the Danube was taken up in 1818; in 1848, the city was connected to the railway network and thus to Vienna.

After the First World War, Bratislava was characterised by a major inflow of newcomers, and large-scale factory quarters and upscale residential areas came into being. This development continued after the Second World War. Numerous villages were incorporated, and an architectural and economic modernisation push was initiated. In many areas, historically grown structures and buildings were lost and frequently replaced by extensive prefab housing estates.

As a result of the political and economic changes after the independence of Slovakia in 1993, urban development was increasingly taken over by private investors. In recent years, efforts to resume active control of urban development were again intensified, leading to the creation of the position of Chief City Architect and the preparation of a new urban development plan.


CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIVES OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

One of the key issues of urban development in Bratislava lies in the redevelopment of brownfield sites adjoin-ing the old city centre. After 1989, these areas and buildings were mostly sold to private investors, causing the city to lose valuable development zones close to the inner city. It is thus a current task of urban design to recover control over large-scale urban development projects. This necessitates co-operation between the municipal administration, architects and investors as well as intensified involvement of the general public.

Another key concern of future urban development lies in improving the spatial and functional qualities of the city. This can only be done by enhancing the attractiveness of inner-city open spaces and resolving the traffic problem through investments, e.g. in public transport. In conjunction with the thermal rehabilitation of residential buildings, this is to result in improved environmental conditions, especially of air quality.



EUROVEA Project


Originally, Bratislava was connected to the Danube via a promenade on the right bank and parks on the left bank of the river. Over the 20th century, however, the city was progressively cut off from the Danube due to river training, the construction of the satellite town Petrzˇalka and the construction of the “New Bridge”. 
The river promenades were curtailed; a new flood protection wall moreover blocked the view of the river.

In recent years, efforts were increasingly undertaken to improve this part of the city. This resulted in the development of the EUROVEA project on an area occupied by the old river port, an urban wasteland adjoining the historic centre, with the aim of bringing the city once more close to the river and making the Danube come alive for the population.

EUROVEA was conceived as a modern shopping, office, residential and leisure centre. Its core is formed by a spacious square with the new building of the Slovak National Theatre. It is adjoined by a new promenade along the bank of the Danube, complemented by a new, two-hectare riverside park with a panoramic bridge jutting out across the water. The project was completed in 2010.


Cˇ     ulenova Project


The Cˇulenova  urban development area, a former industrial site with spatial links to the larger city centre, 
is situated east of the inner city.

An international architectural competition was to produce urban-spatial concepts and top-class architecture for the area by providing for a mix of offices, dwellings, retail shops and cultural facilities. A decommis-sioned power station under monument protection was to be converted into the cultural core of this new city centre of Bratislava. The project aims to extend the existing city centre into this former industrial zone.

A much-discussed design for part of the area was submitted by architect Zaha Hadid and voted the winner of the international competition. Her solution provides for the conversion of the decommissioned power station into an art gallery.


Brno


OUTLINE OF CITY DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME

Brno is situated at the point of transition from the South Moravian plains to the Central Moravian mountains, at the foot of the Sˇpilberk and Petrov hills and at the confluence of the rivers Svratka and Svitava.

The old city is encircled by the Ring Boulevard constructed in the mid-19th century, which encompasses 
numerous impressive buildings and parks.

The city’s industrial tradition goes back to the textile manufactories established in the last third of the 18th century and the creation of several railway connections as of 1836. In consequence, the city extended 
gradually along the axes radiating from the centre like the spokes of a wheel.

In the 19th century, Brno evolved into the leading industrial hub of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. 
Big industrial sites occupied outlying suburbs and formerly rural environs.


Another burst of growth followed after the First World War, partly due to suburb incorporation. The period from 1918 to 1938 was the heyday of modernism. As early as in 1928, the winning competition entry for an urban master plan provided for the modification of the railway hub and a relocation of the main station.

During the Socialist era, Brno was one of the country’s leading industrial cities. Urban development was stepped up by building numerous prefab housing projects to accommodate the constantly rising population north of the city centre, while workplaces were mainly situated in the eastern and southern suburbs.

After the revolution of 1989, economic, political and social changes posed new challenges for urban development. 1994 saw the adoption of an urban development plan that provided for the development of the city in the southern direction and strove to balance the disparities accumulated over the previous decades.


CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIVES OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

As key projects for the future of the city, the urban development plan currently underway inter alia provides for the modification and refurbishment of the railway hub (Europoint Brno project) – including the relocation of the main station – and in this connection also for the further development of the southern municipal territory in order to curb suburbanisation.

Additional challenges for urban development include the following:

•	Elimination of functional gaps and upgrading of public spaces and recreation areas in the large-scale, monofunctional housing estates at the urban periphery.

•	Revalorisation of inner-city sites and active brownfield development (mostly former industrial areas).

•	As a reaction to the massive traffic problems of recent decades, public transport and bicycle traffic are to be especially promoted while individual motorised traffic is to be reduced.

•	The promotion of the economic development of the city and its positioning as a venue of research, development, education and innovation are key objectives for Brno’s future (in keeping with the urban development strategy – “Brno City Strategy”).



Jižní Centrum Brno (BRNO SOUTH CENTER) PROJECT

The relocation of the main station eliminates the barrier between the historic city centre and the adjoining area to the south, allowing for the development of the “South Center” on an abandoned former industrial area.

On a surface of 100 hectares, it is planned to build an urban centre with administrative, cultural and entertainment facilities as well as shops and flats. New traffic axes as well as new tram and bus links will connect this quarter to the rest of the city.


CAMPUS BOHUNICE PROJECT

On an area of 42 hectares in the Bohunice district, a modern university campus was built between 2006 and 2010 for the Faculty of Science and Engineering of Masaryk University. A shopping and restaurant centre, housing for students and teachers, sports facilities and cultural institutions will be created on another 16 hectares in the immediate vicinity of the campus. A key role regarding the functionality of this project and its open spaces is to be assumed by the planned Botanical Garden of the Faculty of Science.


Ljubljana


OUTLINE OF CITY DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME

The city of Ljubljana with its approx. 280,000 inhabitants is situated at the heart of Slovenia, in the area of the “Ljubljana Gate”, on a territory of around 275 square kilometres. The layout of the modern city is star-shaped. From the historic nucleus, the city evolved along the main traffic axes, with large green zones in-between.

A particularly strong influence on the modern cityscape was exerted by the effects of two earthquakes. 
After earth tremors in 1511, the city was rebuilt in the Renaissance style, followed by an almost complete Baroque refurbishment.

In the mid-19th century, the connection of Ljubljana to the Vienna-Trieste railway line triggered a modernisation push.

After the second earthquake in 1895, a new plan for a modern Ljubljana was designed. Numerous landmark buildings were erected. The implementation of this plan was continued after the First World War.
In the wake of the Second World War, Ljubljana grew into a hub of industry. Big industrial zones linked to new, large-scale settlement areas sprang up at the urban periphery.

In conjunction with the political and economic changes after 1991, urban development began to stagnate. The city core lost vibrancy, while the residential zones at the periphery continued to grow unchecked.

At the moment, efforts are being undertaken to resume control of urban development. The vision “Ljubljana 2025” and the adapted urban development plan lay down key guidelines and thematic focuses of future 
urban development.


CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIVES OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

A major challenge of current urban development is posed by the space-gobbling urban sprawl around the city proper. Since 1995, Ljubljana has lost over 20,000 inhabitants to neighbouring municipalities, causing the number of commuters to rise and individual motorised traffic to increase dramatically. 

Shopping malls and leisure facilities were built around the centre, and companies have likewise increasingly migrated to peripheral locations.

For this reason, the most important objectives of urban development in Ljubljana are the following:

•	Revitalising the historic city centre by upgrading public space and enlarging pedestrian zones.

•	Promoting mixed-use projects in the inner city to boost the attractiveness of these locations.

•	Improving public transport, bicycle traffic and walking routes to curb individual motorised traffic.



Project for Squares and Riverbanks

This joint project proposed by the city administration together with enterprises active in and around the city aims at the social and economic upgrading of Ljubljana’s inner-city locations by rendering public space more attractive. Thus investments go to the redesign of squares, streets and green zones as well as to improv-ing the accessibility and design of riverbanks and the enlargement of pedestrian zones. The construction of seven new (pedestrian) bridges creates additional walking and biking routes. Individual motorised traffic is curbed, while public transport is promoted.


Šmartinska Project

The Sˇmartinska  city quarter in the north-eastern part of Ljubljana was developed in the 1980s as a large-scale industrial zone. The area covers a surface of 228 hectares and is situated between the city centre, the main railway station and the motorway ring.
The economic changes after 1991 brought about an exodus of many industrial enterprises. This was followed by largely uncontrolled development: part of the area was put to diverse new uses, while other plots remained vacant. 2006 saw the first restructuring efforts by local enterprises. In co-operation with the municipal administration, an international design competition was then organised in 2007. The winner of the competition, Hosoya Schaefer Architects from Zurich (Switzerland), was duly commission to prepare a mas-ter plan. The objective lies in complementing the historic inner city of Ljubljana with a new urban centre.


Zagreb


OUTLINE OF CITY DEVELOPMENT OVER TIME

Zagreb covers an area of approx. 641 square kilometres and is the third-largest city of the Danube region after Vienna and Budapest. It is situated at the foot of the Medvednica Mountains on both banks of the Sava River. The city with currently around 793,000 inhabitants developed from the older settlements Kaptol and Gradec, which today form the old city core called “Upper Town”.

The period of strongest growth took place in the mid-19th century with the construction of the “Lower Town” as a modern city centre following a regular grid pattern. A railway connection to Budapest and the main station were built; landmark buildings and the “Green Horseshoe”, a U-shaped ensemble of parks, emerged. The city also expanded towards the west, east and south along the main access roads.

In the first half of the 20th century, Zagreb grew further in all directions; however, the railway line continued to bisect the city.

After the Second World War, the rise of the industrial sector in Zagreb attracted many newcomers from rural regions. In the 1950s, the city spread across the Sava River. The intense growth of the peripheral zones continued into the 1980s, inter alia in the form of typically Socialist quarters such as Novi Zagreb.

With the exception of a brief increase after Zagreb’s designation as the capital of Croatia, population figures have been stagnating since the mid-1980s. Urban renewal and the further development of existing settlement areas are key issues of the present.


CURRENT CHALLENGES AND OBJECTIVES OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The two central challenges of urban development lie in preparing adequate planning instruments to facilitate decision-making processes and in improving the spatial and functional qualities of the city.

Structurally, the inner city is the historic and cultural core of Zagreb. However, it is faced with dwindling population figures, demographic ageing, an old building stock, a decreasing number of shops and growing traffic problems. These issues require solutions based on strategic measures.

Zagreb is strongly marked by the bisecting effect of the railway line. Suggestions have been voiced to relocate and lower or raise the railway tracks to interlink the city quarters to the north and south.



The Sava River likewise acts as a separator. Large tracts of land close to the river have not yet been developed. Integrating this landscape into the urban fabric and creating a connecting element between the city quarters to the north and south are other major tasks.

A key strategic approach lies in the promotion of sustainable mobility. This calls for a strengthening of public transport and bicycle traffic, the upgrading of walking routes across the city and the reduction of 
individual motorised traffic.



Zagreb Riverfront Project

The Zagreb Riverfront project is to emerge in the zone around Jadran Bridge, at the end of Savska Street, the oldest link between city core and Sava River.

It is planned to build residential and office buildings on an extensive area along the southern riverbank. A small number of high-rises are to strike visual accents. The city is thus brought closer to the river, which in its turn is better integrated into the life of the local population.

On the northern riverbank, an intermodal terminal is to emerge in a zone already today occupied by a transport hub. This terminal will enable passengers to change easily from one means of transport to another (railway/tram/bus/taxi), thus giving greater prominence to public transport.


Borongaj University Campus Project 

The former Borongaj barracks zone is to house a university campus on a total surface of 93 hectares. The campus is to accommodate not only university facilities but also other scientific institutions and will act as a hub of public life with leisure offerings, large park areas, museums and exhibition spaces. The site is directly connected to the railway line. Mobility on the campus will be by electric buses and bikes or on foot. Renewable energy forms will be used extensively, and public transport in the immediate and wider environs of the campus will be stepped up. The objective lies in networking technological and ecological knowledge and creating a model project of sustainable urban development.


Hamburg
HafenCity

The HafenCity Project is located right at the heart of the city – at about 800 m from Hamburg City Hall – in a former industrial and port area. Covering a surface of 157 hectares, HafenCity is one of the most striking urban development ventures close to the water’s edge and an international flagship project of waterfront development.

Between the historic Speicherstadt (warehouse district) to the north and the Elbe River to the south, central Hamburg is enlarged by approx. 40% with a condensed urban mix of housing, service providers, cultural and leisure facilities, tourism and shopping. Roughly until 2025, it is planned to create an urban quarter for 12,000 inhabitants with 45,000 workplaces. In November 2011, 10,000 citizens were already working and living in this new quarter.

Revised in 2000 and 2010, the master plan emphasises the inner-city location of HafenCity; flood protection is another key objective. The master plan is highly resilient in order to accommodate future changes in frame conditions.

PROFILE OF HAFENCITY PROJECT

Implementation period: 
2000 – (approx.) 2025

Total area: 
126 hectares, of which 26 hectares for public open zones and 14 hectares for publicly accessible, private open zones

Inhabitants: 12,000

Workplaces: 45,000

Gross floor area by types of use 
(total 2.320,000 sq m):


energy

resources

publicspace

Building certification with 
HafenCity eco-label

Introduced in 2007 as a voluntary incentive for innovative developers and users, the eco-label criteria 
have largely become the standard prerequisite for all new real-estate tenders:
•	Reduction of primary energy input beyond the legal minimum for new buildings
•	Sustainable management of public goods (water, publicly accessible land)
•	Use of environmentally friendly construction materials
•	Pleasant conditions and health ensured e.g. by room comfort and air hygiene
•	Sustainable building operation, inter alia due to minimum maintenance requirements and use of 
	durable materials 
Elbtorquartier will be the first mixed-use urban quarter to be built almost entirely with the eco-label certification.


integration

participation

Communication and activation 
stimulate interest and dynamism

The project was preceded by a city-wide information campaign and debate at master plan level. The arrival of the first residents triggered an intensive communication process with local actors, which soon produced different forms of good-neighbourly exchange. Netzwerk HafenCity e.V., an association established in autumn 2009, acts as a kind of advisory council for the new city quarter; its thematic working groups deal with issues concerning everyday life and work in HafenCity.

From the beginning, the development company HafenCity Hamburg GmbH aimed at generating activation and appropriation impulses to leave a wide leeway for independent development potentials above all for local actors in the new city quarter and thus to build resilient structures of local self-regulation that will increasingly become independent of public institutions.


socialchange

diversity

mixed use

Diversity in 
all life situations

HafenCity is characterised by short distances, mixed-use structures and relatively high densities in the individual quarters. Most buildings feature ground-floor zones with a height of five metres, which endows them with long-term transformability and flexibility of use. The growing range of social infrastructure facilities and services and a walkable distance to the old city centre of Hamburg with its workplaces and important cultural institutions open up myriad options for flexible adaptation to changing life situations.

Small-scale plots and the awarding of contracts to bidders with convincing concepts ensure that many different project developers are able to participate. These include numerous building communities and co-operatives, but also projects offering specific housing options for persons with disabilities, senior citizens or musicians. The result is a small-scale mix of urban diversity ranging from publicly subsidised flats to luxury apartments.


mobility

urbanclimate

publicspace

A model quarter to 
curb car traffic

HafenCity looks at urban mobility from the viewpoint of eco-density: the ecological footprint of a city is re-duced by condensed urban structures with short distances, attractively designed public transport and easy-to-reach leisure zones just around the corner. At the same time, urban housing quality is thereby increased.

Public transport services range from stops of existing Underground lines or the new U4 line to bus and ferry lines via land and water. Varied and attractive routes as part of a dense 30-kilometre bicycle and footpath network and a public bike rental system motivate citizens to forgo car use. This helps to lower CO2 emissions for the city of Hamburg in general.


Malmö
Västra Hamnen

The Västra Hamnen (“Western Harbour“) Project is situated north-west of Malmö, directly on the Öresund, the strait between Denmark and Sweden. This former port and industrial zone covers 175 hectares and connects the medieval city with the sea. From 2000 to 2025, pre-existing structures will be transformed and developed into an urban quarter for 10,000 to 12,000 residents with 20,000 places for work and study. In January 2011, more than 4,500 persons were already living in this project.

The Västra Hamnen Project pursues the goal of creating an urban quarter that satisfies all areas of human life, with a special focus on multifaceted housing and studying. While reflecting the density and structural fabric of the Malmö city centre, this project is at the same time a national flagship venture of sustainable urban development. The Bo01 quarter is Sweden’s first climate-neutral neighbourhood.

The starting signal for the transformation of the harbour area was given in 2001 by organising the European housing exhibition Bo01 with the motto “City of Tomorrow”. The involvement of multiple stakeholders and the pursuit of sustainability criteria were and still are given priority in the further development of this area (Flagghusen, Fullriggaren).

PROFILE OF VÄSTRA HAMNEN PROJECT

Implementation period: 
2000 – 2025

Total area: 
175 hectares, of which 18 hectares for public green zones

Inhabitants: 10,000 – 12,000

Students at Malmö University 
College:  10,000

Workplaces: 10,000

Gross floor area of 
individual city quarters: 
Bo01	202,000 sq m
Fullriggaren	  83,000 sq m
Flagghusen	  64,000 sq m 
Kappseglaren	  44,000 sq m

Total:	393,000 sq m


social change

affordable housing

participation

diversity

energy

resources

The Creative Dialogue

The Creative Dialogue unites public administrators, developers, architects and citizens. A common exchange of knowledge and experience focuses on social, economic and ecological sustainability and high architectural quality to identify novel solutions and reduce production costs. Sustainable urban development is to become an affordable standard.

The Creative Dialogue is part of the Building-Living Dialogue initiated by the National Board of Housing, Building und Planning. Participating projects must exceed legal requirements and establish sustainable processes in construction and real-estate management by 2025, especially with regard to the aspects of environment, energy and resource consumption.


energy

resources

Bo01 – Ecologically sustainable
ENERGY SUPPLY

The climate-neutral urban quarter Bo01 is entirely supplied with local, renewable energy generated on the basis of wind, solar heat and biogas, which is produced through local waste management. Electrical power is mainly generated through wind and, to a smaller degree, with a photovoltaic installation. Heating and cooling are ensured by means of solar collectors, heat pumps and groundwater as well as seawater.


diversity

participation

balance of interests

affordable housing

Needs of future residents

Some agreements under the Creative Dialogue directly affect the needs of people regarding their future housing environment. Façade height was limited to 25 m, which was considered a “human scale”. Special attention was paid to ensuring a healthy indoor climate. Architectural diversity was likewise given priority: thus the Bo01 quarter alone involved contributions by 20 separate developers and over 30 international architectural studios. A recommended rent ceiling for the Flagghusen quarter of approx. 1,300 krona (approx. € 130.-) per sq m and year (as per 2008) met the growing demand for affordable housing.


publicspace

participation

urban climate

Public space for all

Public space is understood as the lifeline and place of encounter of the new urban quarter and is used by all citizens of Malmö. Most of the coveted waterfront is publicly accessible and offers a range of parks, leisure facilities as well as attractive streetscapes and squares for all inhabitants. For the internal sections of the quarter, the provisions of the Creative Dialogue likewise stipulate certain requirements to be met: thus buildings should be planned and designed to enable residents to experience a safe environment. A certain portion of the project area must be left free for green zones to upgrade public space in the immediate environs of residential buildings. Existing ecologically valuable areas were chosen as the points of departure in selecting these green zones. This approach is moreover to contribute towards biodiversity.


Munich 
Central Railway Lands

The Central Railway Lands Project extends from the Main Station at the heart of Munich over nearly 8 km (via the Laim urban rail – “S-Bahn” – station) west to the Pasing station. The decommissioning of railway installations and storage areas and their relocation to the urban periphery liberated a plot of 178 hectares for development. From 2004 to 2020, this area is to be transformed into an urban quarter for 16,500 inhabitants and 21,000 workplaces.

As an exemplary project of the Munich urban development concept “Perspective Munich”, the Central Railway Lands reflect the “compact, urban, green” motto. The high-quality inner-city development standard demanded by the Perspective is attained through compact built structures with low land consumption in order to create attractive dwellings and new workplaces as well as new public green spaces. The mix of housing, work and leisure offerings is implemented in differentiated, area-specific planning concepts adapt-ed to each single sub-location’s characteristics.

The planning process rests on a sound foundation, since the co-operation between the Bavarian capital Munich and the railway operator Deutsche Bahn AG is regulated by a framework agreement. The Main Station-Laim-Pasing project group manages collaboration on an overarching basis comprising multiple sub-areas and companies; a multi-tiered urbanistic competition was jointly organised in 1998/99.


PROFILE OF CENTRAL RAILWAY LANDS PROJECT

Implementation period: 
2004 – 2020

Total project area: 
178 hectares, of which 38 hectares for public green and compensation areas 

Residents: 16,500

Workplaces: 21,000

Gross floor area by types of use 
(total 1.521,000 sq m):


integration

affordable housing

Munich mix reflects “SOCIALLY JUST LAND USE” PRINCIPLE

The Munich mix provides for a wide range of income groups and corresponding housing options in all new development zones. A key role is played by municipal housing policy, whose task it is to ensure socially balanced urban development. Moreover, all residential locations of the project will feature differentiated building and housing typologies.

The fundamental principle of “socially just land use” is embodied in the urban planning contracts for the Central Railway Lands. Of the dwellings built, 30% will accordingly be subsidised housing including at least 20% for subsidised rental flats for lower-income groups and a maximum of 10% for rental and owner-occupied flats for lower- and middle-income groups eligible for subsidisation. 


Public space

mixed use

Vibrant public spaces from DAY ONE

All sub-areas will boast quarter hubs with squares, retailers, bars, restaurants and cultural facilities. The external effect engendered by the shops, restaurants and public services in the buildings, e.g. a medical centre, will create a vibrant urban feel.

Under the terms of the framework agreement, the small-scale social infrastructure, green zones and access roads to sub-areas are to be financed by the property owners shortly before completion of the flats; thus publicly useable space with visible new communication options and ambiance quality will be available 
right from the beginning.


mobility

urban climate

public space

TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT

The Central Railway Lands Project tries to minimise car use. City-friendly traffic and transport development creates excellent preconditions for urban condensation. 

The Central Railway Lands are characterised by very good connections to the S-Bahn urban rail network: practically all lines connect Laim with Munich Main Station. Shorter intervals and the construction of the new Hirschgarten S-Bahn station respond to the rising number of passengers. Attractive footpaths and cycleways – such as the superordinate east-west link along the railway tracks, the hook-up to the S-Bahn stations and links with established neighbourhoods – will ensure better accessibility of the new city quarters.


Urban climate

Public space

Ventilation corridors for a HEALTHY URBAN CLIMATE

The findings of the environmental analysis underpinning the plans for the Central Railway Lands demand that the main ventilation corridor from the western direction into the city centre be kept unobstructed to ensure the inflow of fresh air and prevent the formation of heat islands. The planned development zones will be supplied with cooler, more oxygen-rich air via wide green caesuras extending towards the railway line as well as by new parks and climate exchange paths. 

Additional positive effects on the urban climate will be attained by reducing the formerly very pronounced soil sealing as well as by infiltration concepts and intensive greening of streetscapes and roofs. 


STOCKHOLM 
Hammarby Sjöstad

The Hammarby Sjöstad (Hammarby Sea City or Lake City) Project is situated approx. 3 km south of the city centre around two canals, whose confluence produces Hammarby Lake. A total of 11,000 flats and 300,000 sq m of offices and commercial premises for 24,000 inhabitants and 10,000 workplaces are to emerge on this 160-hectare former industrial and harbour site. At the moment, the project – of which roughly 130 hectares have already been developed – has 14,000 inhabitants.

The project development for Hammarby Sjöstad was initiated in connection with the Swedish capital’s bid to host the 2004 Olympic Games, with the City of Stockholm opting for a sustainable resource management solution. Hence the environmental impact of the new urban quarter was to be only half of that typical of comparable new development areas of Stockholm in the early 1990s. Starting with the first plans, the municipal administration imposed strict regulations for the ecological standards of buildings, technical infrastructure, traffic and transport. Due to the so far systematic implementation of these objectives, the project is considered a flagship example of eco-oriented urban development.

PROFILE OF HAMMARBY SJÖSTAD PROJECT

Implementation period: 
1994 – 2017

Total area:  
160 hectares, of which 30 hectares for public open zones; on top of this, an additional 40 hectares are water surface

Inhabitants: 24,000

Workplaces: 10,000

Gross floor area by types of use 
(total 1.440,000 sq m):


energy

resources

participation

The Hammarby Model

With the Hammarby Model, a special ecological closed-loop model with an integrated concept for energy, waste and water was developed to create a housing environment based on sustainable resource use that minimises energy consumption and waste production while maximising recycling volumes. The success of this approach was determined by the fact that stakeholders who normally are involved during different project phases compiled a joint concept already before commencing the planning process. The ambitious environmental objectives are to be attained mainly through planning, infrastructure and construction standards, being only to a minor degree dependent on the residents’ behaviour patterns. The automated disposal system separates waste and feeds combustible waste via an underground pipe network into a thermal power plant that generates electricity and heat for the urban quarter. The heat produced by wastewater purification is likewise used for room heating. Some buildings additionally feature solar collectors and photovoltaic installations. The goal lies in producing half of the energy demand within the quarter itself. Moreover, water consumption should not exceed 100 litres per capita and day and thus attain a level corresponding to half the average Swedish citizen’s daily demand. An equally important objective is to reduce the load of heavy metals and non-biodegradable substances in the wastewater. Precipitation water is locally infiltrated or introduced into Lake Hammarby.


mobility

Reduction of individual MOTORISED TRAFFIC

80% of trips within Hammarby Sjöstad are to be taken by public transport, on foot or by bike. The traffic concept provides for a combination of fast and attractive public transport with car-sharing and a well-developed cycleway network. The Tvärbanan light rail line and several ferry services connect Hammarby Sjöstad to neighbouring city quarters. The streets and local car parks offer 0.7 parking slots per housing unit.


resources

Use of ecological construction MATERIALS

In selecting construction materials, special attention is paid to healthy and eco-friendly options. Recycled substances should be used as far as feasible. All materials employed must be officially notified before construction work can begin and are monitored throughout the entire construction period by means of ecological quality checks.


publicspace

urban climate

Networking of PUBLIC GREEN ZONES

According to the open space concept, 25 to 30 sq m of green space per flat must be available within a radius of 300 m; of this, at least 15 sq m must be in interior courtyards. A green network permeates the urban quarter and creates links with the environs: the two big parks are connected by a green corridor along the main access route. Green bridges bring the Nacka nature park into the city. Existing ecologically valuable areas are preserved and upgraded.


aspern 
Vienna’s Urban Lakeside

aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside is one of Europe’s biggest development projects. It is firmly rooted in the tradition-steeped metropolis Vienna and yet grows far ahead into the future. As an urban, vibrant centre, it will further add to the high quality of life typical of the Austrian capital.
aspern is the city for 21st-century lifestyles that harmonises private needs and professional requirements, business success and social responsibility – all essential preconditions for a full life.


Together with the almost as spacious lakeside park, the five-hectare lake forms the heart of the Urban Lakeside. The material excavated to create the lake was stored on a temporary basis to serve as a resource for later earthworks. This intelligent logistics solution for construction site management allowed to cut down on material transportation to a notable degree and led to the elimination of approx. 100,000 lorry trips in total. The lake and park belong to that part of the project area – equalling nearly half of the total surface occupied by the Urban Lakeside – that offers high-quality public space as well as room for recreation and social encounters.

Extension of the U2 Underground line to the Urban Lakeside.
By autumn 2013, two Underground stations will take up operation in the urban  devel-opment area – the “Aspern-Nord” station to the north and the “Seestadt” terminus to the south. Vienna’s city centre can thus be reached by public transport in just under 30 minutes; the interior finishing work is currently underway.

For comprehensive up-to-date information about the Urban Lakeside, visit: 

www.aspern-seestadt.at
meine.seestadt.info

All projects currently underway or under preparation can be viewed at:

HYPERLINK "http://www.aspern-seestadt.at/bauinfo" www.aspern-seestadt.at/bauinfo


2005
Singled out as target area of Urban Development Plan Organisation of master plan tender

2007
Selection of master plan by Johannes Tovatt Inauguration of information point

2008
Branding launch for aspern  Vienna’s Urban Lakeside Public space planning manual

2009
Ground-breaking ceremony for U2 line extension

2010
Environmental impact assessment, land use and zoning plan for southern section Ground-breaking ceremony for aspern Lake

2011
Competition for Lakeside Park Start of competitions for first housing units Start of construction for first building: aspern IQ

2012/2013
Competition for school campus Inauguration of aspern IQ Start of construction for housing projects Inauguration of Underground extension

2014/2016
First residents move to aspern Completion of Lakeside Park and Neighbourhood Park Inauguration of school campus

2017–2030
Planning, development and taking into operation of northern section


240 hectares …
… are covered by the Urban Lakeside.  
This corresponds to 340 soccer pitches (approx. 240 hectares).

50 percent …
is public space (in comparable urban areas, this share is 30%).

2 Underground stations …
… in the Urban Lakeside
Right from the beginning, this urban development project is efficiently hooked up to public transport.

20,000 workplaces …
… in offices and service provision, production and commercial enterprises as well as in science and research.

A 50,000 square metre …
… lake set in a 
64,000 square metre …
… park forms the centre of 
this urban development project.

20,000 people …
… will live in the Urban Lakeside. 

3 phases …
The Urban Lakeside will be realised in 3 phases with 2030 as the final deadline.

Housing space …
… for 20,000 persons will be built until 2030.


aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside
Mobility

mixed use

mobility


Shared use of streets and squares
Mobility that respects human needs demands shared road space, different speeds and parallel means of transport that can be flexibly combined. Slow travelling is given priority – the Urban Lakeside invites residents and visitors to cycle and walk.

A city of short distances
The way in which mobility is organised in an urban quarter also shapes the character of the place, its buildings and public space. After all, cities are perceived through their streetscape.

Promoting a vibrant mixed-use approach in the quarters of aspern and making sure that buildings are open to multiple forms of utilisation creates a city of short distances for all key activities of everyday life. Shops and service providers in ground-floor premises are easy to reach on foot, which largely eliminates the need for short car trips.

aspern Recycles – an impulse project
A co-operative bike workshop revamps old bicycles and provides them free of charge for drives from the current U2 terminus “Aspernstrasse” to the Urban Lakeside.


Facts and figures

122 steps …
… to the next shop. 
Walking is experienced as pleasant and safe if public space is inviting. This is enhanced by a moderate scale for buildings and varied, lively ground-floor zones.

0,7 parking slots per flat …
… by modifying the parking slot regulation
Normally, one car parking slot per flat must be provided in Vienna by the developer – in the Urban Lakeside, this legal obligation is reduced to 70%. The money saved by building fewer or smaller car parks goes to a mobility fund to support mobility-related measures.

27 minutes …
… are needed in 2013 to reach the city centre of Vienna from the Urban Lakeside travelling on the U2 line.
In all, this urban expansion project will boast two U2 stations. The fact that the first residents will already be able to use the Vienna Underground is a novelty in the city’s urban development.

6 collective garages …
… for approx. 2,200 flats
will be provided in the first development phase for the Urban Lakeside. The multi-estate collective garages are located in strategic positions and can be reached on foot to generate more active life in public space.

2 bicycle parking places …
… per flat 
The Urban Lakeside prioritises bicycle users and pedestrians. In addition to designing streets with bikers in mind, numerous parking racks for bicycles and suitable signage and lighting are to make biking in the Urban Lakeside more attractive and safe.

220 Volt …
Alternative types of individual traffic such as electric bikes and cars or car-sharing systems
are to be specifically promoted in the Urban Lakeside. Thus garages are designed for easy retrofitting with charging stations – charging and service stations will also be set up in public space.


aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside
Puplic Spaces

public space

mixed use

urban climate

Open spaces are part of the plan
Urban space must be planned smartly and yet offer scope for freedom.
There must be leeway for thinking and designing, for flexibility and participation. Both tranquil and animated open spaces must be safeguarded as well as private and public, empty and intensively used, designed and uncontrolled zones – styled as terraces or balconies of flats, as meadows or parks between buildings, as a square and lake at the centre.

A city is a shared space of infinite possibilities
Cities are one of the most complex achievements of human civilisation and culture. They cannot be planned on a top-down basis – a city of the future that is truly worth living in can only be conceived and built in cooperation with all its stakeholders. It offers a framework for shared public space, different forms of use and contrasting needs, a format for potentials.


Urban quarters + public life
Public space development is based on the strategy paper “The Public Space Score” by Gehl Architects. The master plan serves as the starting-point for defin-ing several development axes with different programmatic focuses. Public life is to concentrate along these axes by forming clusters of potential activities. Like the chords of a musical instrument, these spaces create impulses for the Urban Lakeside that endow its urban life with vibrancy.


The Blue Chord – the heart of the Urban Lakeside
The lake with its park and promenade embodies the urbanistic concept of a centre that is open to all. The concept submitted by lavaland & TH Treibhaus for the aspern Lakeside Park interprets the entire park as an island landscape with different activity zones for the neighbouring quarters – from sports and exercise to relaxation and pleasure. The Lakeside Park will be developed in several stages until 2015 and is to offer space for participation and appropriation processes.

The locally established open spaces are linked to a superordinate landscape network: Vienna’s Green Belt.


The Red Chord – the lifeline of aspern
The Red Chord is mainly characterised by commercial and cultural activities. Active ground-floor zones are essential to ensure lively streets and squares. The Red Chord is the place to go shopping, meet friends during the weekend or watch vibrant city life while relaxing on a bench. The detailed concept drawn up by 3.0 Landschaftsarchitektur reacts to these activities with its discreet design and flexible-use zone running along the centre of the street.


The Ring Road – the local boulevard experience
The Ring Road is a key element of the spatial structure of aspern. It will be much more than a traffic link, as it will offer ambiance quality and space for urban leisure activities – street space thus becomes living space. In the detailed concept by 3:0 Landschaftsarchitektur, the footpath und the line of trees are consistent design elements that create multiple niches for locally specific activities. Thus the Ring Road presents a different face in each of the quarters.


Urban gardening – an impulse utilisation
Since spring 2011, the cultural programme  aspern Seestadt PUBLIK has been involving local abutters and urban gardeners of the Urban Lakeside in numerous sowing, cultivating, harvesting and cooking activities.


Facts and figures

30 square metres …
… of public green space per resident. 

450 metres …
… length of shopping street.  

120,000 square metres …
… for the Lake + Lakeside Park. 

50 percent …
… of public space.


aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside
Diversity

mixed use

diversity

social change

affordable housing

integration

Work and leisure – integral elements of life
It is the vision of the Urban Lakeside to harmonise and balance the myriad facets of life. There is a place for everything, and all elements are efficiently connected or detached as required. Project developers hold a stake in vibrantly alive, functioning public space. This is not a place of either/or but of both/and.

Small-space structures and spatial generosity
The quality of a city is partly derived from its size and spaciousness and partly stems from its variety and small-scale structures. aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside blends both principles by mixing, organising and varying different spaces and forms of use, thereby creating tension and vibrancy.


21st-century lifestyles
Today, the distinction between housing- and work-specific needs can be abandoned in favour of a more flexible mix with respect to both space and time. This is made possible by modern communication technologies and the fact that work-related emissions no longer impose the spatial separation of housing, work and leisure.

The mixed-use approach presupposes a certain urban development size. The utilisation concept for the Urban Lakeside aims for a horizontal mix but also calls for vertical variety of uses of the different buildings.

Lively ground-floor zones
Wien 3420 AG and a professional partner of the supply industry operate aspern Seestadt Einkaufsstrassen GmbH, which rents areas and optimises the mix of shops and service providers. As a result, already the first local residents of the Urban Lakeside will have access to functioning and walkable local supply structures.

aspern IQ – the first building of the Urban Lakeside
In autumn 2012, the technology centre aspern IQ was the first building of the Urban Lakeside to take up operation. With a useful floorspace of 6,600 sq m, this building of the Vienna Business Agency – certified according to klima:aktiv guidelines – attains a Plus Energy standard. aspern IQ offers approx. 23 rental units (e.g. for enter-prises active in environmental technologies and energy engineering) designed as offices, commercial or production premises.
www.asperniq.at


aspern self-build co-operatives – an impulse project
179 flats out of the first 2,600 units are designed by self-build co-operatives on a self-determined and individual basis. In the first development phase until 2015, approx. 2,600 dwellings will be built to satisfy customised requirements. Offices and around-the-corner supply facilities will be embedded in these buildings. Special attention will be paid to self-build co-operatives because a pioneer sector of aspern is dedicated to the creative potential of self-determined planning and development. Urban planners and the municipal administration expect these projects to exert an exemplary effect on the urban quarter and the city itself.

At the moment, five self-build co-operatives are active in the Urban Lakeside and interested in welcoming new members:
B.R.O.T www.brot-aspern.at
JAspern www.jaspern.at
LiSA www.lisa.co.at
PEGASUS www.baugruppe-pegasus.at
Seestern Aspern www.parq.at

All contacts can also be found at meine.seestadt.info and HYPERLINK "http://www.aspernbaugruppen.at" www.aspernbaugruppen.at


Facts and figures

4 metres …
… ceiling height for ground-floor premises
allows for their adequate use by shops and service providers.

0 shopping malls …
… but rather shops around the corner
A balanced level of concentration and decentralised supply is key to making the sustainable lifestyle concept of aspern reality.

1,000 roads …
… lead to Rome,
and there are as many ways to understand and develop cities. In order to safeguard high quality right from the beginning, the aspern Advisory Board monitors the urban genesis together with independent experts. The urban design principles applied are explained in the publication “The Instruments of Urban Design”. Guidelines – one for each plot – are core elements for developing these qualities.

20–30 flats …
... share one staircase and one entrance door 
opening onto public space. Providing for numerous entrance doors with varied designs contributes significantly to ensuring high public space quality and fosters the emergence of a specific identity in urban quarters.


aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside
Responsibility

social change

energy

resources

urban climate


Nature is indivisible from urban quality
City and nature are no longer mutually exclusive: when a new urban centre is built at the periphery of the metropolis, green zones are part of it, and the city itself becomes green space.

Sharing with future generations
Sustainability is more than environmental protection; rather, it is a form of intergenerational awareness that informs resource use all around. Construction and energy technologies that save resources and do not negatively impact the climate, farsighted social responsibility for a changing society, and long-term viability are the three pillars of a sustainable city.


For the people of today and tomorrow
Urban planning and development that enables users to enjoy a good life must think into the future and show responsibility and respect for both humans and nature. In aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside, sustainability is an all-encompassing concept – it is ecological, economic, social and cultural. The Urban Lakeside wants to be a climate-neutral quarter. Towards this goal, it is supported and assisted by strong partners: aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside is a lead project of the programme “Building of Tomorrow Plus”, which aims to introduce energy-relevant innovations in the construction sector and to promote their market introduction or dissemination. As an element of the “Smart City Wien” project, the Urban Lakeside also serves as a testing ground of cutting-edge technologies in the fields of energy efficiency and mobility.

Sustainable density
Understanding cities as systems will be essential for attaining the goals of global climate protection. The Urban Lakeside embodies a commitment to the condensed urban development and lifestyle model as a prerequisite for creating sustainable lifestyles. The reduction of both (motorised) “forced mobility” and space/land consumption as well as efficient and intelligent energy distribution ensure a moderate ecological footprint. This requires emotional acceptance fuelled by a positive perception of one’s living environment, a wide range of supply and service provision as well as high-quality infrastructure. A new concept of urbanity combined with superior environmental quality is a precondition for sustainable living and working.

Eco-sensitive construction site logistics
Sustainability and sensitive resource use are cornerstones from the very first development phases of aspern. To keep the inconvenience caused by the ongoing construction work low for both abutters and the environment, a large part of the excavated material is reused on-site. The setting-up of a construction site logistics centre is another important measure. 60% of the transport volume is to be handled via train.



aspern IQ technology centre
aspern IQ is one of Austria’s first commercial properties complying with the Plus Energy standard and as such generates more energy in one year than it actually consumes. This is inter alia achieved by means of an integrated small-scale wind power plant, the use of photovoltaics and intelligent building utilities. The CO2 emissions caused by the production of the eco-concrete used for this building were reduced by 80% as compared to conventional concrete.


Facts and figures

10,000 pages …
… to obtain the quality seal accorded by the first environmental impact assessment
of an urban expansion project in Austria. To safeguard protected natural assets, not only compensation areas are created for dry grassland and whinchats (a rare species of bird), but particularly eco-friendly materials and motors are used during the construction phase and comprehensive noise monitoring is applied as well for this purpose.

5,000 years …
… before aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside time
have gone by since our Neolithic ancestors left vestiges of their existence in this area. The site reveals their history, documented by expert archaeologists. A geomantic study highlights landscape qualities, which were then made part of the master plan.

55,000 … lorry trips less
will cross Aspern and Essling because sophisticated construction site logistics are employed to process resources on-site in an environmentally sound manner. An example of this approach is the excavation of material for the aspern Lake, where landscaping measures have created new open spaces for local residents and the gravel produced was used to construct streets and buildings.

1 matter …
… of common sense:
A city’s climate has a significant impact on its inhabitants’ wellbeing. Wind comfort simulations for streets and squares were evaluated and measures to improve the microclimate were proposed at an early date.

100 … commitment
to gender equality. In aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside, the names of streets and squares will exclusively honour female personalities. As a result, the current 96:4 proportion of Vienna’s streets named after men and, respectively, women will be shifted by 1% in favour of females.

750 points …
… at least must be attained by a building in the Urban Lakeside.
Not just ambitious energy coefficients, but also resource efficiency, measures to enhance health and comfort, economic viability and flexibility as well as the quality of a structure’s appointments are evaluated by the Austrian Sustainable Building Council.

40 percent …
… of roof surfaces
are designed for retrofitting with solar panels to provide for the widest possible use of photovoltaics.


aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside
Participation

balance of interests

integration

participation

diversity


Respecting the individual
The role of the individual as the beginning and end of all activities is integral. Every planning measure starts from the question of how it will affect the people who live and work here. Urban quality offers an individualist society opportunities for interchanging and balancing different life models.

Identity grows from participation
aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside is an invitation to participate, to engage in dialogue, to embrace the new. Our objective is a culture of shared values, joint activities and mutual respect in a multifaceted living environment. This approach embodies our vision of an urban identity that is capable of shaping the future.


A culture of dialogue
The people who will live and work in aspern are the alpha and omega of all planning – and this credo likewise extends to the residents who already live in the area. It is a fundamental tenet of urban expansion that what should please many must also be determined by many. This is why participation is a key pillar for the planning and development of the Urban Lakeside. Platforms like aspern Seestadt Citylab regularly involve both experts from a great variety of disciplines and local residents or abutters in the process. The cultural programme aspern Seestadt PUBLIK invites interested individuals to learn about the construction site as a place of creativity and encounter.


aspern Seestadt Publik – an impulse project
PUBLIK – “culture at the construction site” – is the cultural programme of aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside. It thematises, activates and promotes urban culture as a culture of smooth  interaction. At the heart of Austria’s biggest urban construction site, PUBLIK  is creating a temporary, public place of encounter even before the new city  proper takes shape – as an invitation to discover cultures and values both  familiar and different, to explore new ideas and to experiment. A variety of event formats is used by PUBLIK to encourage active interest in the future Urban Lakeside and the values it will embody. By promoting a dialogue-oriented urban genesis process, the active involvement of citizens is shaping and promoting the development of the site.

meine.seestadt.info


Facts and figures

3 citizens’ representatives …
… assisted the project team in the process of master plan development.
The positive experience made in interacting and identifying common goals and positions encouraged the actors to open the development process to even more stakeholders.

& stands for …
… aspern Seestadt Citylab
as an open-ended discursive dialogue format involving experts whose participation adds to the planning process and supports urban development. Understanding urban development as a sort of lab is an attitude embraced by the development company to foster future-oriented action.

2012 
… marked the move of the aspern 
information point to the Flederhaus on the old runway.
The on-site contact point is operated during daytime hours from spring to autumn. In an area specially marked for visitors, interested guests are provided with comprehensive project information. It is also possible to view the construction site from several height levels.

1 quarter management office …
… for aspern Vienna’s Urban Lakeside takes up operation already before the future residents move in. Its task is to monitor the genesis of the new urban quarter, to create a sense of identity and to prevent the emergence of social tensions.

1,000e of visitors …
… take centre stage.
aspern Seestadt PUBLIK is an artistic, cultural and communication experiment on the emerging urban construction site. PUBLIK examines the credos of urban planning and tests them for their validity.


The Century of the City


A view of the Earth at night-time provides an impressive picture of the presence and luminosity of the 
urban structures on our planet. 

The world population is constantly growing, with over half already living in cities. By 2030, the share of urban dwellers is expected to exceed 60%. The main theatres of this growth as well as of the increasing urbanisation phenomenon will be Asia and Africa, while the share of Europe in the general world population will diminish. 

In view of this dynamic process, our time is sometimes referred to as the “century of the city”. This exhibition provides an overview of how European cities are preparing for the new challenges in order to safeguard high quality of living for their inhabitants.



